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Abstract

This thesis evaluates risk-based techniques by constructing five risk parity portfolios, Inverse
Volatility, Equal Risk Contribution, Maximum Diversification, Diversified Risk Parity, and
Factor Risk Parity. The empirical study focuses on the consequence after putting leverage on
each strategy. Most of the risk-based portfolios are shown to be effective in improving
portfolio performance over the Equally Weighted portfolio. However, monthly rebalancing
and associated transaction costs can have a substantial drag on absolute returns.

This thesis also uses risk measurement methodologies, Value-at-Risk(VaR), Expected
Shortfall, Drawdown, Principal Component, to examine the risk characters of risk-based
strategies. Most of the risk parity strategies have lower VaR, Expected Shortfall and
Drawdown than our benchmark, Equally Weighted Portfolio. The reallocation of risk
contribution by assets and Principal Component factors are higher for Factor Risk Parity and
Diversified Risk Parity.

However, this thesis finds that it is not possible to impose a positivity constraint Factor Risk
Parity  portfolio  that  matches  the  risk  budget  completely  in  this  case.  The  existence  of  the
Factor Risk Parity portfolio is not guaranteed when we have long-only constraints. The need
to go short/long accelerates in times of crises, such as dot-com bubble and the financial crisis
happened in 2008. Therefore, the flaw of optimal Factor Risk Parity method is that it can
result in extreme weights.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and Motivation

The history of risk parity can be traced back to 1996 when the Bridgewater Associates created

the All Weather investment strategy. Later in 2005, the term of risk parity was first coined by

Qian (2005). The author shows that a traditional portfolio split 60% to stocks and 40% to bonds

might appear balanced from the perspective of asset allocation but is under-diversified in terms

of risk since stocks contribute more than 90% of risk and bonds only contributed less than 10%.

Thus, the author proposes the idea of equal risk allocation portfolios, suggesting that each asset

class contributes the same risk in the dollar value of the portfolio. Qian (2013) proposes that a

risk parity portfolio should have balanced risk exposure to equity premium risk, interest rate

risk and inflation risk. Risk parity strategies have gained a lot of attention among investors

since the turbulent regimes of 2008 financial crisis and the European debt crisis. Many

institutions developed investment products based on risk parity, such as Invesco Balance-Risk

Allocation Fund and AQR Risk Parity Fund due to the increasing fluctuation in the market.

One commonly known merit  of risk parity strategy is the use of leverage. It  helps investors

maintain the benefit of diversification in risk while targeting to the desired level of equity-like

returns. Risk-based portfolios tend to produce lower absolute returns than market-

capitalization-weighted portfolios. Therefore, there are two ways to generate higher return

generally: one can either buy high beta assets(risky) and sell low beta assets; or one can lever

the chosen unleveraged portfolio. With the former one, we must get a more concentrated

portfolio which largely allocates in the riskier assets. Nevertheless, with the latter one, leverage

itself also comes with the cost.

Leverage risk parity typically targets the historical volatility of some benchmark portfolios.

Research done by Hurst, Johnson, and Ooi (2010) and Asness, Frazzini and Pedersen (2012)

use leverage to increase the expected return of the risk parity portfolio while matching the

volatility of the 60/40 portfolio. In practice, the institution might choose to leverage the risk

parity portfolio to a set of target volatilities, such as 10 percent or 15 percent. In this study, we

target the volatility of 1/N strategy. The equally weighted strategy, which diversifies equally

across N assets in the portfolio, relies on neither any theory nor any sophisticated optimization.
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De Miguel, Garlappi, and Uppal (2009) find that this naive 1/N strategy outperforms mean-

variance type portfolios in terms of Sharpe ratio, certainty-equivalent return, and turnover.

Duchin and Levy (2009) also draw a similar conclusion. Ang (2014) further compares the

portfolio strategies of equal weights, minimum variance, inverse volatility strategy and other

heuristic methods of asset allocation across four assets classes, including U.S. government

bonds, U.S corporate bonds, U.S. stocks and international stocks. The result shows inverse

volatility beats the 1/N portfolio with a Sharpe ratio of 0.65 in absence of transaction cost.

Although for a variety of reasons many investors are restricted to employ leverage, Asness,

Frazzini, and Pedersen (2012) still find evidence that more diversified portfolios, such as risk

parity investing have higher risk-adjusted returns. Anderson, Bianchi, and Goldberg (2012), on

the other hand, show that the chosen backtest period has a significant effect on the ranking

results, and the ranking can be reversed when considering borrowing and transaction cost. In

addition to traditional leverage, over-the-counter and exchange-traded index derivatives can be

another method to attain leverage but also partly eliminate the risk of traditional borrowing.

However, using OTC derivatives as means of leverage strategy, one should also take the

counterparty risk into account.

One main concern for those who invested in risk parity is the shift in interest rate expectations.

Critics argue that risk parity will underperform during a period of rising rate since it bet more

on stream from fixed income. Inker (2010) states that the situation has been good to government

bond in past few decades, hence benefitting the risk parity strategy especially. However, Dori,

Krieger, Schubiger, and Torgler (2013) demonstrate that risk parity strategy profits the most in

the rising interest rates market compare to classical capitalization-weighted portfolios, while it

is also the one that suffers the most when yields fall. Hurst, Mendelson, and Ooi (2013) further

dissect the analysis into three sub-periods and show that risk parity strategies can beat

traditional portfolios in a moderately rising rate market; notwithstanding, a sharp increase in

yield more than the market expected directly hurt fixed income portion, which makes risk parity

vulnerable. Hence, the speed of rate changes matter.
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1.2 Purposes of Research

Main objective of this thesis is to provide a more complete insight of risk parity strategy and

evaluate the performance in terms of Sharpe Ratio, risk-adjusted returns, alpha measured by

Carhart four factor model and performance measures depend on investors’ preference on return

characteristics.

There are many literatures propose their version of risk parity. The strategy itself is going

through an evolution. For instance, the original implementations of risk parity are inverse

volatility strategy (Choueifaty & Coignard 2008) where the weights are inversely proportional

to volatility and inverse variance where weights are proportional to the inverse of variance.

Accordingly, they only penalize on assets with high realized volatility. The new approach was

then proposed in an attempt to correct the flaw of inverse volatility (IV). It is so-called Equal

Risk Contribution strategy (Maillard, Roncalli & Teiletche 2010), which takes the correlations

into account and provides better risk-adjusted returns than the IV. However, if the considerable

amount of asset classes have a strong co-movement with one underlying source of risk then the

portfolios still expose themselves heavily to such risk. Bhansali, Davis, Rennison, Hsu, and Li.

(2012) show evidence that an asset-class based approach fails to diversify the underlying risk

factor exposures. Hence, the new generation of risk parity extended from Principal Component

has been presented (Lohre, Opfer & Orszag 2014 and Kind & Poonia 2014).

While focusing on evaluating which risk-based portfolios provides the superior return, Lohre,

Opfer & Orszag (2014) also mentioned that it is crucial to examine their risk characteristics,

such as their underlying risk sources. Furthermore, Lee (2014) also argue that evaluating these

risk-based strategies by their return performances is bias since their objective function do not

include returns. Therefore, this research also provides an in-depth discussion of portfolios’ risk

composition and assets’ risk dissection. This study examines six strategies: Minimum variance

(MINVAR), inverse volatility (IV), risk budgeting (RB/ERC), Factor Risk Portfolio (FRP),

Maximum Diversification (MD), Diversified Risk Parity (DRP), and Optimal portfolio (OPT)

with benchmark portfolios, equally weighted strategy (EW). This study also compares the

leveraged and unleveraged portfolios performance after adjusting for the transaction cost in

order to evaluate true portfolios more carefully. Finally, the excess returns and their statistic

figures are measured relative to four-factor model using the ordinary least squares (OLS)

regression.
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The main research questions are:

1. Evaluate the performance of risk parity strategies and the benchmark portfolios. Do

they outperform the benchmark in terms of different performance measurements?

2. Which version of risk parity portfolios delivers higher risk-adjusted returns?

3. How does leverage affect the portfolios in regard to the annualized excess returns,

volatility,  Sharpe  ratios  and  the  cumulative  returns,  especially  when  ones  take  into

account the transaction costs?

4. Determine the drivers of return and explore whether the risk parity strategy produces

true diversification benefits.

5. How do the risk characteristics behave for the given universe of assets and risk-based

portfolios?

1.3 Scope and Limitation

This research focuses on three major asset classes, equities, fixed income and commodities.

S&P 500, Russell 2000 index, The BofA Merrill Lynch Global Government Index, The BofA

Merrill Lynch US Corporate Index, S&P GSCI Crude Oil and S&P GSCI Gold. Different assets

might generate different asset allocation and risk profile of portfolios. Therefore, it is advisable

to have more detailed research on evaluating assets for inclusion into a risk-based portfolio.

We rebalance the strategies monthly and therefore the turnover ratios are higher compared to

ones that rebalance less frequently. Also, there are still several risk parity strategies not covered

here, such as alpha risk parity (Alvarez 2011) or the minimum torsion approach that lower asset

turnover and provides better identification of the risk factors (Kind and Poonia 2014).

1.4 Main Findings

We find that leveraged risk-based portfolios (FRP, IV, MINVAR and ERC) do have higher

absolute return than EW after transaction cost adjustment. Also, FRP, IV and ERC provide

higher risk adjusted return. The reallocation of risk contribution by assets and Principal

Component factors are higher for FRP and DRP. Factor based strategy, such as DRP and FRP,

are much more balanced in terms of Principal Component factors than the other strategies. To
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compare with other risk-based strategies, we used long only constrained FRP in this study,

however, we also notice that the optimal solution turns out to be harder to realize for some

period since the solution exists only for the long-short portfolio. The flaw of optimal FRP is

the need to go long/short accelerates in times of crises, such as dot-com bubble and the financial

crisis in 2008 which leads to extreme weight.
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2 THEORETICAL FOUNDATION AND REVIEW

This chapter provides the overview of previous literature and justifies the analysis of this

research from the theoretical background of this study. The following table lists the symbols

and notations that will be used in this study.

Table 1. Common notation used in this chapter

Notation Definition

N Number of assets in portfolio

Return on asset i, per each period

Return of the portfolio p

= ( , , … , ) Vector of weights in the portfolio

1 = 1 Assume the portfolio is fully invested

The weight of wealth invested in asset i such that

1 = 1 and 0 ≤ ≤ 1

The volatility of asset i

μ the mean/expected return of asset i

The correlation between asset i and j

∑ =  , represent the covariance matrix

, The risk-free rate

, The return of portfolio

, , − ,  , represent the excess return

The return of benchmark/ market

Covariance between assets x and asset y

[ … ] ∗
⋯

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
⋯

∗ ⋮ , represents the

variance of the portfolio

2.1 Markowitz Portfolio Theory

For a long time, investors used the mean-variance methodology invented by the Nobel Prize

winner in Economics, Markowitz (1952), on diversification and modern portfolio theory to
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make the decision on how to allocate their  assets.  This section provides an overview of the

mean variance portfolio theory and the follow-up efficient frontier.

A set of rules underlying Markowitz Portfolio Theory are simply summarized as follow

according to a large collection related to mean-variance framework, such as Markowitz (1959)

and Fabozzi, Kolm, et al. (2007):

1. The market should be efficient. Which means there is no friction in the market, no

transaction cost, no taxation and et cetera.

2. Investors’ preferences can be described by utility function of two moments. First

moment is the return and second moment is the variance.

3. All investors are risk averse. They tend to find the lowest risk when the return is fixed.

4. Return is assumed to be symmetrically distributed.

The first two moments of portfolio return can also be described as follow collectively:

μ = [ ] = μ
(1)

= ( , )
(2)

The  downside  of  the  implementation  of  Markowitz’s  portfolio  optimization  was  the

assumption of asset returns normally distributed. And it is very sensitive to the input

parameters, especially the difficulties of estimating the expected returns and covariance.

Empirically, Merton (1980) has shown that the first moment of returns can be estimated more

inaccurately than the second moment of returns. The property that mean-variance optimized

portfolio maximizes the estimation error have been detailed in several literatures. One solution

that has been suggested by Michaud (1998) to address stability issues is the resampled

efficiency. Ledoit and Wolf (2004) propose an alternative shrinkage method which improved
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estimator of the covariance matrix. Finally, one can also directly impose constraint on the

weights of portfolios.

2.2 The CAPM and Extensions

The  capital  asset  pricing  model,  also  known  as  CAPM,  was  the  first  risk  factor  model

introduced by Sharpe 1964, Lintner 1965 and Mossin 1966 individually. The CAPM provides

a simple regression model which describes the linear relationship between the risk premium of

the asset and market beta. The market beta, also called the market factor, or the systematic

factor, represents how sensitive a portfolio is relative to the market. The contribution of CAPM

led to the to the blooming of passive management and the creation of index funds. According

to the CAPM, the expected rate of return is equal to the risk-free rate plus the market excess

return multiplied by the market factor. The result is risk reward trade-off between risk and

expected return. And the implication of expected returns to CAPM can be written as follow:

, = , + [ ] − , (3)

=
( , )

( )

(4)

The CAPM claims that expected value of ɑ is equal to zero. If it is none zero, that’s due to the

noise.  So far,  plenty of empirical  evidences show the result  against  it  and state that  ɑ exists

(Fama and French (1993, 1996)). For instance, Jensen (1968) and other academics assert that

alpha is a measure of portfolio performance. Jensen then created the one factor or Jensen's

Alpha, which can be utilized to measure the performance of a portfolio relative to its CAPM

predicted return.

ɑ = , − [ ] − , (5)
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By the end of the 1970s, the CAPM was the most popular and widely used asset pricing model

in investment field. Nonetheless, the assumptions that CAPM carries make it unrealistic to hold

in practical world. Fama and French (2003) view that the drawback hand in hand with the

underlying assumptions of CAPM. First, the model assumes that investors are risk averse and

only consider the mean and variance of their single period investment horizon. Secondly, the

assumption is the efficient market hypothesis, suggesting that all information is non-cost and

viable for investors, plus no taxation needed. the investors can borrow and lend at an

unrestricted  risk-free  rate.  This  is  today  known  as  the Separation Theorem ( Tobin, 1958,

Lintner,1965). The third assumption is the investment opportunities sets are the same and

available to all investors. Fourth assumption according to Perold (2004) is that investors have

identical assessments of asset’s return, variance and the correlations with others. The

assumptions discuss above shows that CAPM is a simplistic model to apply, but impracticable

to work in real world.

Another implication of CAPM is that it says two assets with the same sensitive to market should

have the same expected return. However, many critics have pointed out that single market

factor model cannot describes other changes that also affect the performance. Thereafter, many

asset pricing literatures has been identified other risk factors that could explain the return that

cannot captured by CAPM, hence are called anomalies. From traditional finance to modern

finance, the asset returns are assumed to be predictable.  Many research have documented that

there are factors explain parts of returns’ variations, particularly when the length of observation

period is longer.

Before  entering  to  the  multi-factors  world,  first  and  foremost  is  to  recognize  the  difference

between risk factors and risk premium. As a risk factor, it must impel the correlations among

different assets by their systematic exposures to a factor. Hence, a risk factor that rewards

investors with positive, long term returns for carrying such risk is called risk premium. The

traditional risk premiums are those using long only asset classes, such as equity risk and

duration risk premiums. The alternative risk premium, on the other hand, are those constructed

as long/short portfolios. Take for example, the well-known value, size and momentum factors

as alternative risk premium all inquire sorting the portfolio first with respect to the premium,

and long those are ranked are high to the top while short or hedge those are ranked near bottom.
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The literature on factor investing can be dated back to many years. Ross (1976) proposed his

Arbitrage Pricing Theory which intend to popularize the concept of multifactor models. Basu

(1977) first found that if stocks are sorted from a lowest Price/Earnings ratio to the highest

Price/Earnings ratio, then one will make a profit from buying the lowest multiple and short the

one with highest multiples. This has been popularized as a value effect nowadays. Banz (1981)

further conforms that small firms earn higher returns than that of large firm. The result shows

that size effect does exist and proof the misspecification of CAPM. Later, Fama and French

(1996) expanded the CAPM by including size factor and value factor.

Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) uncover past return anomalies. The authors find that stocks

performance tend to perform consistently with their past performance. The conclusion agrees

with the profitable strategy of buying winner stocks and selling losers by the ranking of their

past returns. Based on the result made by Jegadeesh and Titman (1993), Carhart (1997)

examine the performance in mutual fund and expand the previous model made by Fama and

French with additional fourth factor, which is the so-called momentum factor. The empirical

research shows that a considerable amount of mutual funds’ returns can be explained by

momentum factor. In short, the momentum factor is formed based on the distance between high

prior return portfolio and low prior return. Due to the solid theoretical background and being

the earliest found factor model, the Carhart 4 factor return-based model has been widely used

by the academics and the industry to evaluate fund performance. It can be construct as follow:

, = ɑ + + + + (6)

where MKT is excess return of market, SMB is return on small firms minus big firms, HML is

return on value portfolio minus return on growth portfolio, and MOM is return on winner minus

loser portfolio.  The multifactor alpha can be view as the extension of Jensen’s alpha. While

betas, the systematic component part, are crucial to understand factor exposures in a portfolio,

alpha can be used to measure the performance. If alpha is positive, means outperform the

benchmark, otherwise, if alpha is negative, means underperform the benchmark.
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Besides value, momentum and liquidity, tremendous works have found several risk factors.

These Risk factors can be categorized simply into macroeconomic factors, style factor and

investment factors. Examples of the most important drivers of returns across asset classes that

are categorized as macroeconomic risk factors are economic growth, real rates and inflation.

Ang, Chen and Xing (2006) show each of these factors have delivered a positive return due to

bearing downside risk when in “bad times”. The investment factors are the fixed income factor

and equity factor. Finally, the style-based factors are size, value, momentum, volatility,

liquidity, and credit risk, for example. Merton (1973) and Long (1974) suggest investors should

expose themselves in hedge portfolios since they also consider other economically related risks.

The frequently used baseline model for assessing the hedge funds performance designed by

Fung and Hsieh (2004) includes seven factors; two equity-oriented risk factors, two interest

rate-related risk factors, and three trend-following risk factors. These are S&P 500 index excess

return, Russell 2000 index return minus the return of the S&P 500 index, excess return of ten-

year treasuries, Moody’s BAA corporate bonds minus ten-year treasuries, return of look-back

straddles on bonds, return of look-back straddles on currencies and return of look-back

straddles on commodities separately. This study intends to discover factor exposures while to

identify if a portfolio actually generate alpha that surpass the chosen factor models. Still, one

thing to notice is the effect has on alpha after including more risk factors. Marsh and Pfleiderer

(2016) mention that additional risk factors will cause the reduction of alpha due to the influence

on return might be captured by factor exposures. Therefore, discovering alpha might be more

difficult in a multifactor model.

2.3 Principal Component Analysis

Factors play important role in finance. Many asset markets’ main variables, such as returns and

yield, often have similar features. Hence, the time series characteristics of many financial

variables can be summarized by a set of factors. The original intention of Principal Component

Analysis (PCA) is to reduce the dimensionality of data (Pearson, 1901). Now it is use in finance

for identifying and extracting the unobserved factors, which explain the vast amount of the co-

movement in the assets returns. The factors estimated in PCA have to satisfy the following

properties (Hurn, Martin, Phillips and Yu, 2016):

1. There is no prior memory in principal components, and thus purely statistical technique
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2. Principal components are linear combinations that explain much of the variance of the

observed data

3. Each factor is uncorrelated with every other factor

To  estimate  the  unknown  factor  loadings,  the  principal  components  analyse  uses  statistical

decomposition of the covariance matrix described as follow (Hurn, Martin, Phillips and Yu,

2016):

( ) = + + ⋯ + (7)

where  is the i eigenvalue with (N * 1) orthonormal eigenvector .  Then  the  loading

parameter vector = . The eigenvector ( , … , ) represents the directions where there

is the most variance on the axis of an ellipse. The square root of the eigenvalues ,…,

is the standard deviations of the principal components, indicating how much volatility there is

in the data of that direction.

2.4 Optimization Problem and Minimum Variance Portfolio

The concept of efficient frontier can be formulated mathematically as two financial problems.

It  is  either  to  maximize  the  expected  returns  of  the  portfolio  given  a  volatility  constraint  or

minimize the volatility of the portfolio given a return expectation.

According to Roncalli (2013), the Markowitz optimization can be defined as a quadratic

optimization function as follow:

∗= arg max − 0.5А ∑

such that 1 = 1 and 0 ≤  ≤ 1

(8)
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where А is  the  risk  aversion  parameter,  and ∗ is the optimal objective value to the mean-

variance optimization problem. If  is equal to zero, then it is the one that maximize the return.

In this study, we named it optimal portfolio (OPT).

If А is equal to ∞, we get the portfolio lies on the left-most tip of efficient frontier, the objective

function is then to minimize with respect to the constraint that the sum of the weights is equal

one. It is called the minimum variance portfolio (MINVAR).

∗= arg min 0.5 ∑ (9)

To compare with different asset allocation strategies, the following restriction are imposed for

every constrained technique:

1 = 1 and 0 ≤ ≤ 1 (10)

The  object  of  theoretical  minimum variance  portfolio  is  to  invest  in  a  portfolio  that  has  the

lowest possible variance that lie on efficient frontier, which do not rely any stock returns

forecasts and the only input is covariance matrix. Many studies starting from Haugen and Baker

(1991), by who observing 1000 largest U.S. stocks defeat the Wilshire 5000 index, demonstrate

that the minimum variance strategy is far more efficient than the corresponding value or

market-weighted portfolio. Jagannathan and Ma (2003) also make the similar conclusion.

Clarke et al. (2006) reinforce the result by applying Bayesian statistical approach and principal

components to construct the covariance matrix. Since the variance and covariance are both

predictable, this property makes the optimization procedure much more practical as Merton

(1980) describe that covariance estimation can be calculated with a higher degree of

preciseness than returns. The authors then find that the risk measured by both market beta and

standard deviation are lower than market weighted portfolio, which is again confirm Haugen

and  Baker’s  (1991)  statement.  In  addition,  the  higher  return  and  the  lower  volatility  of
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minimum variance portfolio generate a more pleasurable Sharpe ratio than market weighted

portfolio.  One  anomaly  that  can  explain  why  minimum  variance  portfolio  outperform  the

market is low volatility anomaly (Ang 2014). Low volatility assets tend to have higher returns

than high volatility assets. This negative relationship between volatility and returns can be

traced back to early 1970s. When Friend and Blume (1970) find that the correlation between

risk-adjusted performance and risk is highly significant with a negative sign.

Unfortunately, for those who want a well-diversified portfolio, the high concentration in low

volatility assets is a widely known issue for minimum variance portfolio from an ex-post

perspective considering that it only pursues to reduce its risk. DeMiguel, Garlappi and Uppal

(2009) for example find that minimum variance portfolio is actually an undiversified portfolio.

Clarke et al. (2011) also show their long only minimum variance portfolio largely load on low

beta stocks.

2.5 Benchmark Strategy

2.5.1 Equally Weighted Portfolio

The most obvious shortcoming of minimum variance portfolio is the portfolio concentration.

Since the goal is to minimize the volatility, minimum variance portfolio leads to a noticeable

weight on low volatility assets. One of the solution to this is allocating same weight to all the

assets. This is so called equally weighted method, also can be written as the 1/N strategy. It is

the simplest way to construct the portfolio aiming to maximize diversification in the absence

of expected returns just like minimum variance portfolio. Moreover, equally weighted portfolio

ignore any risk, return information, and the relation of the asset to one another. Briefly speaking,

this approach does not depend on any moments of asset returns or the optimization solution.

Although  this  strategy  is  very  intuitive  that  it  hold  an  equal  percentage  weight  of  each

individual asset, and some even argue it only provide diversification in terms of capital, Behr

et al. (2008) still find that the 1/N strategy beats the minimum variance portfolio by comparing

Sharpe ratio. DeMiguel, Garlappi, and Uppal (2009) also show the result that is in line with

prior research that none of the mean variance optimization model and its sophisticated

extension models outperform the 1/N portfolios with regard to the Sharpe ratio and certainty-
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equivalent return and thus proof to be efficient out of sample. It may be asserted that, however,

that Kritzman, Page and Turkington (2010) find that equally weighted portfolio is not a viable

alternative to optimized portfolios when using longer-term samples for estimation.

It is straightforward to construct the equally weighted portfolio as follow:

=
1 (11)

As can be seen from the formula, equally weighted method overlooks the characteristics of

assets.  Therefore,  one  should  doubt  the  diversification  benefit  in  the  sense  of  risk  when

applying equally weighted approach. This study also intends to see if this highly praised yet

easily access methods can win this horse race.

2.6 Risk-Based Portfolio

In the last decade, many financial practitioners and academics have turned their interest from

seeking stocks that have high returns to investing based on stocks’ risk profile. Other than

weighting market capitalization, another weighting method so-called alternative weighted

approach which is to improve the risk return of portfolios has grown attention notably after the

financial crisis. Roncalli (2013) distinguish this kind of alternative weighted portfolio into two

sub-groups. The first one is fundamental approach that based on companies’ multiples such as

sales, dividends and earning per share. The other one is therefore the risk-based approach that

will be discussed in this study.  The following section introduces some of the risk-based

approaches based on the following portfolio constructions. To name the most well-known, such

as Inverse Volatility, Risk Budget, Diversified Risk Portfolio, Maximum Diversification and

Factor Risk Parity.
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2.6.1 Inverse Volatility

Inverse volatility method is also named as the “naïve risk parity” strategy, which assets

weightings are inversely proportional to their volatility. To calculate inverse volatility, we need

to get the estimation of the prior return volatility of each asset and weights assets inversely to

their volatility, that is

=

1

∑ 1

(12)

where is  the  weight  of  asset  i  in  the  portfolio,  N  is  the  number  of  the  asset  and is the

volatility of asset i. The normalization can make sure that 1 = 1.

According to this method, lower weights are assigned to the assets that have high volatility,

and higher weights are to those of low volatilities assets. Some studies employ such approach

as risk parity. For instance, both papers by Anderson et al. (2012) and Asness et al. (2012)

utilize inverse volatility method to form their risk parity portfolio which consist of only two

asset classes, bonds and stocks. When there are only two assets consist in the portfolio, inverse

volatility portfolio is the same as equal risk contribution portfolio. Maillard, Roncalli and

Teiletche (2010) even proof that the inverse volatility portfolio is the optimal portfolio under

modern portfolio theorem framework when all asset classes have similar Sharpe ratio and

identical correlations mathematically. On the other hand, when this method is applied in

practice to more than two asset classes, the portfolio construction is actually quite sensitive to

the correlation between each asset. The ignorance of the corresponding correlation between

different assets will therefore cause the potential undiversifiable problem in terms of risk. The

overall portfolio volatility is not actually reduced than one expected. That is why Bhansali et

al (2012) describe one should carefully choose which assets to be grouped into this kind of

portfolio  since  high  correlation  among  these  assets  will  still  lead  to  the  same  risk  or  even

dominated by one specific risk under inverse volatility method.
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2.6.2 Risk Contribution by Asset

Before entering to risk budgeting strategy, let us first define the marginal risk contribution as

the change in portfolio volatility σ when there is a marginal change in asset weight:

( , , … , ) =
(w) (13)

The risk contribution is then defined as the marginal risk contribution multiplied by the

corresponding weight as ( , , … , ) = ∗ ( , , … , ).

We use the method from Roncalli T. & Weisang G. (2016). The volatility of this portfolio is σ

(w) = √ . Then the risk contribution by assets can be calculated as:

( , , … , ) =
( )

√
(14)

We denote  , which should equal to the risk budget determined by asset managers, as follow:

=
( )

 ( )
(15)

2.6.3 Special Case of Risk Budgeting: Equal Risk Contribution Portfolio

Risk budgeting is an increasingly popular topic and has been utilized by market practitioners

for a long time. As Sharpe (2002) describe that institutional investors, such as pension funds,

having been applied risk budgeting to a basket of multi assets classes so as to manage the

portfolio risk. In a risk budgeting portfolio, the investors define a constraint of risk that risk
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exposures from every component have to follow. And this allocation method requires less

forecast inputs.

To get a risk budgeting portfolio, Bruder and Roncalli (2012) transform the non-linear system

into an optimization problem given the risk contribution budget of each asset as follow:

= arg min ( (∑ ) − )
(16)

where  represents  the  risk  budget  vector  we  defined  earlier.  ERC is  a  special  case  of  risk

budgeting portfolio such that their corresponding risk contributions are equal. In certain

situation, the practitioners will also choose not to equalize the risk contributions. As Bruder

and Roncalli (2012) describe the portfolio which include alternative investment, such as

commodity or real estate, only present 5% or 10% of the overall risk.

According to Roncalli (2013), the concept of the equal risk contribution portfolio is to equalize

the risk contribution for all assets in the portfolio. The implication of the equal risk contribution

portfolio is more demanding than others, such as equally weighted portfolio, since it has to

define the risk measure and then estimate the risk contributions. As mentioned before, many

use standard deviation for the former. Concerning the issue of estimating the risk contribution,

Monte Carlo method, historical data and Filtered Bootstrap approach were all proposed from

previous literature to estimate risk contribution. Maillard, Roncalli and Teiletche (2010)

examine the theoretical issues of such portfolios and propose an approach to compute an equal

risk contribution portfolio. They find that the volatility of such portfolio is greater than the

minimum variance portfolio but smaller than the equally weighted portfolio. Moreover, the

authors find that the equal risk contribution portfolio outperform these two benchmarks in

terms of Sharpe ratio and average returns.
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2.6.4 Diversified Risk Portfolio

To manage diversification, a common method is to combine assets with low correlation in order

to prevent exposure from single risk. As described in Meucci (2009), the author applies

principal component analysis to the variance-covariance matrix of the assets. Let ∑ be the

covariance matrix with N linearly independent eigenvectors. Then ∑ can be factorized as

∑ = E Λ . E is the square matrix whose column is the eigenvector ( , … , ) of ∑ and Λ

is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal element are eigenvalues diag( ,  …  , ). These

eigenvectors, ,  …  , ,  are  a  set  of  N  principal  portfolios  coined  by  Partovi  and  Caputo

(2004). Lohre, Opfer, & Orszag (2014) then express a given portfolio as a combination of the

uncorrelated principal portfolios with weights = . Then, we can write the variance

concentration curve as follows:

= , = 1, … … , (17)

where  is the variance derived from n-th principal portfolio. And since the principal

portfolios are uncorrelated, the total portfolio variance can be described as ( ) = . And

then we generate the diversification distribution by normalizing the principal portfolios

contribution by the variance. The formula can be written as follow:

= ( )
(18)

where  is always positive and sum to one. According to Lohre et al. (2014), authors allocate

equal risk budget to the principal portfolios by maximizing the exponential of Shannon entropy.

To sum to one, we standardized the portfolio weights of optimal DRP.
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= arg max −
(19)

2.6.5 Maximum Diversification

To obtain maximum diversification, we first define the portfolio diversification ratio w as

employed by Choueifaty & Coignard (2008):

( ) =
∑

∑

(20)

Where  is assets’ volatilities. Then by maximizing the distance between the weighted average

asset volatilities and the portfolio volatility, we get:

= arg max ( ) (21)

2.6.6 Factor Risk Parity

Roncalli & Weisang (2016) introduce a kind of risk parity portfolio by budgeting the Fama-

French Carhart factors. The methodology is to build a factor risk budgeting portfolio given

factor risk contributions.

Assume a set of N assets, and a set of m risk factors { , … , }.  is the vector of asset returns

at time t while  is the vector of factor returns at time t. We assume the following linear factor

model:
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= + (22)

where  is the (n*m) loading matrix. If the volatility of the portfolio is ( ) = √ , then the

factor risk contribution of factor j can be written as:

=
( ) ∗ ( + )

( )
(23)

where is the Moore-Penrose inverse of A.

Hence, to build a risk budgeting portfolio that match a set of given factor budget { , … , }, we

solve the portfolio weights from optimization problem:

= arg min ( ( ) − ( ))2

=1

(24)

Please note that this is the long short portfolio. In the empirical part, we will show that long

only Factor Risk Parity strategy doesn’t guarantee optimal solution.

2.7 Risk Parity and Leverage

While the asset allocation drives the risk of the traditional portfolio, the risk allocation in risk

parity portfolios propel the capital allocation. Typically, risk parity portfolios will have larger

weights allocate to the assets that have lower volatilities or lower returns, such as bonds, and

less weight to the aggressive assets, such as equities. Consequently, such portfolios might have

satisfactory Sharpe ratio but fairly low performance. Hence, here comes two ways to gain better

returns. The first one, which is the most straightforward one, by concentrating the portfolio to
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best single asset class that generate decent returns. Even though concentration of risk is not

necessarily a bad thing as long as it provides sufficient compensation. However, the benefit of

diversification will be disappeared. Hence, the second one that would work is applying leverage

to the best unlevered portfolio that can both increase effective exposure to low volatility asset

classes and earn extra return to achieve desired performance. Leverage should be employed

only after deciding the best unlevered risk-adjusted return portfolio so as to gain more return

with same volatility. Alternatively, the leveraged risk parity portfolio should offer returns

aligned with the target or benchmark portfolio but with lower volatility. The most common

method  to  obtain  leverage  in  most  risk  parity  portfolio  is  to  use  futures  contracts.  See  for

example Asness, Frazzini, and Pedersen (2012) and Anderson, Bianchi, and Goldberg (2012).

Despite there are plenty of theoretical suggestion have been brought on the table to improve

the risk adjusted return of risk parity strategy, one should still be careful about the underlying

exposures of such portfolio, especially when it comes to the employment of leverage.

According to the study made by Qian (2005), the author adjusts the risk of risk parity portfolio

to align with the risk of 60/40 portfolio by leverage, and found that leverage is in fact necessary

to achieve the required rate of return by intuitional investors. Asness et al. (2012), on the other

hand, make the leveraged risk parity portfolio adjusted so that it has the same level of risk as

the value-weighted market portfolio. The authors find that the leveraged version perform better

than 60/40 portfolio and market weighted portfolio as illustrated in figure (1) below.
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Figure 1 Efficient Frontier (adapted from Asness et al., 2012)

The authors also proposed the Leverage Aversion Theory that explain why safer asset offer

higher risk-adjusted returns compare to riskier assets. The reason is that there exists a group of

people in the market that are prohibited or unwilling to use leverage but these market

participants want to make the higher returns, and thus, they invest heavily in relatively risky

assets, such as securities, which drives the price of securities up and link to a lower return. As

Lee (2014) describes, the using of leverage or taking short position are limited to an extent for

some institutional investors. This kind of restrictions on leverage, combining with a pressure

to achieve return requirement make the institutional investors to take more concentrated risks

on stocks. Accordingly, the theory suggest that the risk parity portfolio is capable to earn a

leverage aversion premium from safer assets. Kunz (2011) further argue that the risk parity

portfolio seems to reject the CAPM by leveraging an amount of assets that do not belong to

tangency portfolio. And risk parity portfolio appears to situate somewhere between the capital

market line and a line passing by the minimum variance portfolio. Therefore, the unleveraged

risk parity portfolio is not the most efficient one. However, this study does not focus on the

theoretical arguments support or against the CAPM. Instead, this study intends to dissect the

practical implication of leverage on risk parity portfolio and examine the consequence of it.
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While another research made by Anderson, Bianchi and Goldberg (2012), the leverage is to be

set that equalize the ex post volatility and the ex post volatility of the market weighted portfolio

at each rebalancing. The authors aim to measure the performance of a simple risk parity strategy

in a long horizon starting from 1926 to 2010 while consider the cost of trading and leveraging.

Before the inclusion for costs, the authors find that the leveraged risk parity portfolio beat the

value weighted portfolio and 60/40 portfolio. Nevertheless, after adjusted for the leveraged and

transaction costs, the leveraged version would have underperformed both strategies with lower

Sharpe ratio.

According to Ruban and Melas (2010), there exist some mathematical limitations on the benefit

of leverage. Such as the correlations between assets, the relative volatilities between assets.

Moreover, the consistency in correlations over period is al so important. Kunz (2011) reinforce

that the advantage of using leverage also affecting by the borrowing rates, specifically for fixed

income.

2.8 Risk Parity and Risk Factors: Risk Premia Investing

Ang (2010) quoted that “Factors are to assets what nutrients are to food.” in his research of

Norwegian sovereign wealth funds. The important implication to be drawn from this is that

asset diversification which contain different assets with similar risk may not be considered as

well diversified. Recently, some studies have shifted from traditional risk parity strategies, such

as equal risk contribution method which based on equal risk weighted of selected asset classes

(Maillard et al., 2010 ) or inverse volatility method (Anderson et al., 2012 and Asness et al.,

2012 ) to a more risk based solution that focus on how assets are exposed to underlying risk

factors. Rather than risk modelling and budgeting based on assets, Bender, Briand, Nielsen,

and Stefek (2010) propose the new approach, namely risk-class, or factor-based approach,

which dissecting asset classes into their underlying fundamental drivers or risk premia. Qian

(2010) further stimulates the idea that portfolio should target balanced exposures from equity,

interest rate, and inflation risks.

Some researches utilize principal component analysis (PCA) to derive the unobservable risk

factors since PCA may be a useful way for presenting the underlying composition of statistical

risk factors. In 1901, Pearson developed PCA originally for eliminating the dimensionality of
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the data, now has become a tool used in finance to obtain the orthogonalized risk factors. For

a given basket of assets, PCA decomposition can help identifying the independent factor which

dominate the covariance in the time series of returns. Meucci (2009) proposes principal

component analysis of the portfolio assets to measure and manage diversification. The author

constructs the portfolio by diversifying allocations in terms of uncorrelated risk sources.

Followed by Meucci’s (2009) work, Lohre, Neugebauer and Zimmer (2012) build their risk

parity portfolios based on the underlying risk factors that they branded “Diversified Risk

Parity”. To obtain maximum diversification portfolios, according to Diversified Risk Parity

method, it creates uncorrelated risk sources by setting equal the contribution to risk from every

principal component. However, Lee (2014) possess a different opinion. He thinks that it can be

problematic when constructing a diversified risk parity portfolio based on statistically extracted

component. Briefly put, statistical significance cannot be a replacement of economic

significance.
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3 DATA AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This section will present the data description and justification of it along with the methods used

in this study. After reading this chapter, it will help the reader to understand the quality,

quantity, contents of the data and the collection method.

3.1 Research Methodology

3.1.1 Sharpe Ratio

Sharpe ratio uses standard deviation to measure an asset or a portfolio’s risk-adjusted return.

When the returns are equal across assets, the one has highest volatility will have lowest Sharpe

ratio since it takes into account the risk. Briefly, the greater the Sharpe ratio, the better its risk-

adjusted performance. The annualized Sharpe ratio can be calculated as follows:

=
( − )

( )

(25)

3.1.2 Risk Measures

Value-at-Risk quantifies the possible loss that an investor can face on its portfolio provided

with a confidence interval α within a given period, that is, the maximum loss which is not

exceeded within a given probability. The Value-at-Risk can be defined as follows:

ɑ( ) = { ∈ : ( + < 0) ≤ 1 − α} (26)

Given a confidence interval  α ∈  (1,0), the Value-at-Risk of underlying  is the smallest

number  such that the probability of the loss  exceeds  is no greater than (1- α).
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Generally, there are three ways to calculate the Value-at-Risk. Historical simulation is based

on the sample percentiles and applied to historical returns. The variance-covariance method

assumes normal distribution. Finally, the Monte Carlo Simulation is based on simulating a

stochastic process several times and constructing simulated percentiles. In this study, we use

the historical approximation and the variance-covariance approximation. For the historical

approximation, we merely compute the quantile of loss distribution and take the mean of losses

larger than the quantile. As for the variance-covariance method, the computation is used as

follows:

ɑ( ) ≈ + (α) (27)

where  is the mean,  is the standard deviation of loss distribution, and  is the cumulative

density function.

Expected shortfall at a confidence level α is the average of all losses which are greater or equal

to the Value-at-Risk. For a given α ∈ (1,0), the expected shortfall at the confidence level is

defined as:

ɑ( ) =
1

1 − α
( ) du

(28)

Compared to Value-at-Risk, which only gives the smallest loss, expected shortfall average the

Value-at-Risk over all levels u ≥ α and thus more conservative as they present the tail average.

In this study, we will present the historical approximation.

Maximum drawdown measures the largest peak-to-trough decline in the value of an asset or a

portfolio. The drawdowns over a period can also act as a measurement of recovery time after a

loss.
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In this study, let us define cumulative return = (1 + ). Then drawdowns are calculated

as follows:

= Max − 1
(29)

where Max  is the maximum value of cumulative return so far at time t.

3.1.3 Risk Contribution by Principal Component

We first transform the return of asset into the PCA space by multiplying the eigenvectors. We

therefore have = . And then we rewrite the asset weight into PCA space as = .

The portfolio return of principal component can be written as = .

The marginal risk contribution for each component can be calculated as follow:

( , , … , ) =
( ) (30)

By using  as the variance of i principal component, the covariance matrix is then described

as = , , … , . Then the risk contribution by assets can be calculated as:

( , , … , ) =
( ) (31)
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3.1.4 DCC GARCH Model

The time-varying correlations and variances are computed from the fitted dynamic conditional

correlation (DCC) model. We consider conditional variances to have GARCH (1,1)

representation. GARCH models are methods for forecasting and analysing volatility of time

series when they vary from time to time. In this section, we adopt the specification from Hurn,

Martin, Phillips & Yu (2016). The GARCH(p,q) class of models for returns then can be

specified as follows:

= + + u [Mean]

ℎ = α + α + β ℎ [Variance]

= N(0, ℎ ) [Distribution]
(32)

where  is mean, ℎ  is the variance, and  presents shocks or news. If q is equal to 1, then we

will have GARCH (1,1) model. GARCH (1,1), which use only one lag per order, is the most

common version employed in empirical research.

The dynamic conditional correlation model was introduced by Engle and Sheppard in 2001. It

eases the assumption that the correlations are constant over time. The conditional covariance

matrix is now specified as:

= (33)

where  is a N×N correlation matrix. And  is a matrix containing the conditional standard

deviations = √ℎ , , … , √ℎ , . The conditional variances have GARCH

representations ℎ , = α , + α , , + β , ℎ ,  ,  i= 1,2,…N. Both  and  are designed

tot be time-varying.
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The conditional correlation matrix is defined as:

= ( ) / ( ) / (34)

where  has a GARCH (1,1) specification = (1 − α − β) + α +β , which is

a function of two unknown scalar parameter α and β. The standardised residuals are:

, = ,

ℎ ,

(35)

3.1.5 Transaction Cost

In this study, we also consider trading cost and borrowing cost to provide a more practical

insight. We apply the method introduced by Anderson, Bianchi and Goldberg (2012). The time

t return-modified weight of asset i is defined as follow:

, =
(1 + , ) ,

(1 + , ) ,

(36)

Therefore, the turnover required to rebalance the strategy every month is given by:

= , − ,
(37)

Trading cost at time t is = , where  is equal to 0.1%.

The return of the leveraged portfolios can be computed as follow:
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R = w , R , + (w , ∗ Leverage ratio ∗ (R , − b ))
(38)

where ,  is the weight of the asset in unleveraged portfolios, and  is the borrowing cost.

The leveraged portfolios are financed at U.S. one-month T-bill rate. After adjustment of the

trading cost, the leveraged portfolio return can be written as:

R ∗ = R − (39)
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4 EMPIRICAL RESULTS

4.1 Descriptive Statistics

This section analyzes the properties, performance, and a variety of risk measures of the

individual assets. We will also focus on time-varying variance, covariance, and Principal

Component Analysis (PCA) of each asset and thus to provide the insight of risk performance

based on these.

The large-cap stocks data used is monthly total return index data of S&P500, while the small-

cap stocks data here is represented by Russell2000. Fixed income is represented by The BofA

Merrill Lynch Global Government Index, and The BofA Merrill Lynch US Corporate Index.

S&P GSCI Crude Oil and S&P GSCI Gold are also included in the study as they represent the

alternatives asset. When the investor buys an asset, the portfolio is exposed to the change of its

economic value, despite the fact that the trade might not yet settle. Therefore, all the data are

monthly total return index and obtained from Datastream by Thomson Reuters (see 7.1 Index

Symbol in Datastream by Thomson Reuters), which considers the dividend announcement as

well as the interest received into the portfolio valuation.

This  study  will  use  R  program  to  construct  the  portfolios.  All  the  financial  analysis  and

calculations will also be done in the R environment. The research period is from February 1988

to November 2017. The initial portfolio weights and parameters are estimated with the first 60

months of data. And then simulate trading with the weights in the following month. The steps

are repeated by moving the 60 months rolling window forward one month until it reaches the

end of data.

Table  2 below reports the summary statistics of the indices that are used to construct the

portfolio.  We find that Russell 2000 provides highest mean excess returns than any other assets

at a rate of 8.58%.  S&P GSCI Crude Oil has the highest volatility, which is six times as large

as BofA US Corporate Index and twice as much as S&P500, at 33.17%. Due to large volatility,

the Sharpe ratio of S&P GSCI Crude Oil ranked second low in this basket of assets. Only BofA

US Corporate Index has a higher Sharpe ration than the S&P500 since it has the lowest

volatility.
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Table 2. Summary Statistics for the Assets

Index
Mean Excess

Return
t Value

Mean ER Volatility Sharpe ratio Skewness Kurtosis
S&P500 8.05 1.98 14.04 0.57 -0.59 1.38
Russell2000 8.58 1.61 18.36 0.47 -0.53 1.17
BofA Global Government Index 3.10 1.67 6.46 0.48 0.08 0.53
BofA US Corporate Index 6.76 4.63 5.06 1.33 -0.80 4.59
S&P GSCI Crude Oil 7.06 0.74 33.17 0.21 0.38 2.24
S&P GSCI Gold 1.58 0.35 15.53 0.10 0.15 1.22
Note: Excess returns and volatilities are annual percentages. All returns are in U.S dollars and are calculated from simple returns.
Excess returns, volatility and Sharpe ratios are annualized. The risk-free rate used to calculate excess return is the one month
treasury bill rate from Ibbotson Associates.
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In addition, Table 3 provides the risk measures of each assets. It is obvious to see that S&P

GSCI Crude Oil has the highest expected shortfall, value at risk, and maximum drawdown.

Followed by Russell 2000, which has the second highest of all risk measures mentioned above.

On the other hand, BofA US Corporate Index has the lowest expected shortfall and value at

risk, and BofA Global Government Index has the smallest maximum drawdown.

Table 4 below reports the correlation matrix between each asset return in full sample period.

Overall, the correlation coefficients are lower than 50% while BofA Global Government Index

and BofA US Corporate Index present a strong correlation with each other of 55%. S&P 500

and Russell 2000 has a correlation coefficient of 80%, which indicates a greater linear

relationship of these two assets. Since most of the assets are not perfectly correlated, we can

have diversification benefit in the portfolio. Furthermore, S&P GSCI Gold has a negative

correlation coefficient with S&P 500, while BofA Global Government Index negatively

correlated with Russell 2000.

Figure 2 below presents the DCC-GARCH (1,1) time varying correlations between each asset

returns. We find that Russell 2000 has negative correlations between S&P GSCI Crude Oil and

S&P Gold during the period from 1990 to 1995 and it dipped under -0.20 around 1991. During

the  research  period,  Russell  2000  still  keeps  positive  correlations  with  BofA  US  Corporate

Index and it stroke to the highest during the financial crisis. Despite the correlation dropped to

the lowest at 0.6 during the crash of the dot-com bubble, S&P 500 and Russell 2000 keep the

correlation coefficient at around 0.75 and spiked to 0.85 after the financial crisis.

Moreover, it is obvious to see that the correlations between each asset soar during or after the

financial crisis. For example, the correlation of S&P GSCI Crude Oil and BofA US Corporate

Index increase from 0 to 0.2. BofA US Corporate Index also has increasing correlation between

both market indexes during 2008. One thing to notice is that both S&P Gold and BofA Global

Government index went opposite directions in terms of prices against market indexes during

the financial crisis in 2008. However, if we take a closer look at the S&P Gold in 2000 to 2001,

we observe a rise in the correlations with both large cap and small cap markets. Hence, whether

S&P Gold and BofA Global Government index can serve as safe haven during turbulent period

with economic uncertainty remain more research to make conclusion.
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Table 3. Risk Measures for the Assets

Index
ES

Historical
ES

Normal
VaR

Historical
VaR

Normal
Max

Drawdown
S&P500 -0.0905 -0.0745 -0.0633 -0.0576 0.5095
Russell2000 -0.1148 -0.0998 -0.0797 -0.0776 0.5289
BofA Global Government -0.0355 -0.0336 -0.0267 -0.0258 0.0912
BofA US Corporate -0.0286 -0.0243 -0.0158 -0.0182 0.1607
S&P GSCI Crude Oil -0.1895 -0.1894 -0.1338 -0.1493 0.9240
S&P GSCI Gold -0.0892 -0.0888 -0.0623 -0.0700 0.4339
Note: Expected Shortfall and Value at Risk are calculated at the 95% confidence level.
Maximum drawdown measures the largest loss over the period from February 1988 to
November 2017 as a percentage.

Table 4. Correlation matrix of the Assets

Russell
2000

S&P
Crude

Oil
S&P
Gold

BofA US
Corporate

Index S&P500

BofA
Global

Government
Russell2000 1.00 0.12 0.01 0.19 -0.01 0.80
S&P GSCI Crude Oil 1.00 0.18 0.01 0.06 0.09
S&P GSCI Gold 2.00 0.20 0.36 -0.05
BofA US Corporate 1.00 0.55 0.30
BofAGlobal Government 1.00 0.08
S&P500 1.00
Notes: This table present the historical correlations of the assets over February 1988 to
November 2017.
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Figure 2 DCC-GARCH(1,1) estimated time-varying correlations between asset returns from 1988 to 2017
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Figure 3 plots the cumulative returns for the assets over the full sample period. We can see

that the return of S&P GSCI Crude Oil has greater volatility than other assets during the study

period. The cumulative return even reaches 40% right before 2008 but the downturn happened

during crisis make the cumulative return of S&P GSCI Crude Oil drop sharply. The cumulative

return of S&P GSCI Gold was flat but started ascending in 2000.

Russell 2000 and S&P 500 have two downturns in the period of 2000-2001 and 2008-2009 but

recovered afterward. Both market indexes have cumulative returns that achieve 20% until the

end of study period. Generally, the cumulative returns of BofA US Corporate Index and BofA

Global Government index follow the same pattern, but BofA US Corporate Index generates

higher cumulative return close to 10% so far. Among all the assets, only Russell 2000 and S&P

500 have the highest cumulative return at around 20%.

Figure 3 Cumulative returns for the assets
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Figure 4 below present the DCC-GARCH (1,1) time varying variance of each asset. The figure

shows that Russell 2000 and S&P 500 increase at the time of the dotcom bubble in early 2000

and the financial crisis in 2008. The variance of S&P GSCI Crude Oil reaches its highest peak

at more than 0.08 during the period from 1990 to 1992. After the Gulf War, crude oil prices

steadily declined, reaching their lowest level. Variances of all the assets in this study spike in

the financial crisis. Overall, BofA Global Government index has a more stable variance and

still remain low even crisis occur. BofA US Corporate Index also have a small variance except

in 2008 which reach to the top at 0.001.

Figure 4 Time varying asset variance
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While there are handful of assets, we use principal component analysis to extract the

orthogonalized representation of risk factors. Figure 5 below shows the total variance driven

by the first six risk factors. The Principal Component Analysis is implemented with a 60 month

rolling window to derive the PC in the assets every month. Figure 6 depicts the loadings of

each asset on these core factors. This study does not try to interpret such PCA factors.

Nevertheless, PCA is used in many empirical studies to detect the number of common styles

in strategies (Fung and Hsieh, 1997). Hence, understanding PCA can help to find the

similarities and differences between each asset return. The sign of PC is irrelevant, but it tells

the variation in return series. Based on the result, S&P 500 and Russell 2000 have intuitive

weight on the first two component loadings where these loadings were around -0.7 and 0.55

respectively. BofA Global Government also has significant weight on loading 1 and loading 2.

Alternatively, S&P GSCI Crude Oil exhibits significant loadings on third and fourth factor than

that  of  one  and  two.  Both  commodities,  S&P  GSCI  Crude  Oil  and  S&P  GSCI  Gold,  have

common sizeable loadings on factor 4.

Figure 5 Total variance explained by each PCA factor.
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Figure 6 Factor Loadings for Each Asset.
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4.2 Factor Risk Parity Portfolio Construction

The  ideology  behind  Factor  Risk  Parity  Portfolio  (FRP)  is  to  have  proportional  risk

contribution of each factor in the portfolio. The risk factors being used in this study are Market,

SMB, HML, and MOM. The risk budget for each risk factor is set to be 25% ideally as

presented in Figure 7 (left)  below. Here,  we named it  as optimal FRP from now on. In this

case, we numerically converge the optimization. But the result shows that optimal FRP often

short on Russell 2000 while giving a large long position in BofA US Corporate Index. The

need to go short accelerates in times of crises, such as dot-com bubble and the financial crisis

in 2008. Therefore, the flaw of optimal FRP method is that it can result in extreme weights.  To

allow for comparison with other risk-based allocation techniques in this study, we also consider

a constrained FRP strategy which imposes full investment and long only on each asset, that is,

with the lower bound equal to zero and upper bound set to one. The constrained FRP strategy

response the changes in risk structure and therefore still keeps a fairly homogenous risk

decomposition across Carhart four factors except for few periods. We still notice it is not

possible to find a positivity constraint portfolio that matches the risk budget completely in this

case. The optimal solution to the minimization problem turns out to be harder to realize if we

restrict the optimization to long-only weights since the solution exists only for the long-short

portfolio.
Figure 7 Optimal FRP V.S. constrained FRP
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4.3 Portfolio Analysis

This section will discuss the results of the empirical study and compares the performance

evaluation of the portfolios. This study computes parameter estimates over a 60-month rolling

window through the sample in order to assess the constancy of a model’s parameters. Please

note that we implement long-only strategies for better comparison. Please refer to appendix 7.3

for optimal strategies.

Table  5 provides the historical performance of unleveraged portfolios. Except for optimal

portfolio, most mean excess returns of the portfolios are significant at the 5 percent level. After

adjusting for trading cost, the optimal portfolio has the highest performance in terms of excess

return. But with the large volatility, optimal portfolio generates the lowest Sharpe ratio of 0.32.

None of the risk parity portfolios outperform the equally weighted portfolio regarding excess

returns. Nevertheless, IV portfolio beats the EW portfolio with the highest Sharpe ratio of 0.69

among all the portfolios. Followed by RB portfolio which provides the second highest Sharpe

ratio at 0.64. The Sharpe ratios of FRP strategy and MINVAR portfolio are also higher than

EW portfolio.

For risk measures, the optimal portfolio has a higher drawdown, expected shortfall (ES) and

Value-at-risk  (VaR).  MINVAR  portfolio  has  the  lowest  expected  shortfall  and  VaR.  IV

strategy and RB strategy also have smaller ES at around -0.40 respectively. Figure 8 provides

the time series of drawdown. The optimal portfolio has the largest drawdown during the sample

period. The largest drawdown occurs during the financial crisis for all the strategies.

Figure  9 below  shows  the  time  series  of  asset  composition  for  each  portfolio.  MINVAR

strategy allocates the largest weights to BofA US Corporate Index throughout the sample

period. The optimal portfolio has entire weight on S&P 500 during the dot-com bubble.

Furthermore, we find that optimal portfolio allocates most of its weight on S&P GSCI Crude

Oil during the period from 2002 to 2005 and then allocates S&P GSCI Gold from 2007 to 2013.

IV and RB portfolio also react similarly to each other concerning the asset weights. Both IV

and RB strategy have similar movement and allocates more on BofA US Corporate Index and

followed by BofA Global Government index. FRP strategy and DRP strategy have strong

variation in weights during the sample period.
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Figure 8 Drawdown for unleveraged portfolios.

Table 5. Historical performance of unleveraged portfolios
Mean
Excess
Return

t value
Mean ER

Sharpe
Ratio

ES
Historical

VaR
HistoricalUnleveraged Portfolio Volatility

1/N 5.226 2.709 9.612 0.544 -0.058 -0.035
DRP 4.458 2.420 9.182 0.486 -0.055 -0.040
FRP 5.086 3.242 7.818 0.651 -0.045 -0.033
IV 4.498 3.500 6.403 0.702 -0.039 -0.022
MD 3.334 2.362 7.034 0.474 -0.044 -0.025
MINVAR 2.982 2.887 5.147 0.579 -0.033 -0.018
OPT 7.068 1.670 21.094 0.335 -0.136 -0.097
RB 4.237 3.241 6.514 0.650 -0.040 -0.024
adjusted for trading cost
1/N 5.226 2.709 9.612 0.544 -0.058 -0.035
DRP 4.157 2.256 9.180 0.453 -0.056 -0.041
FRP 4.740 3.013 7.838 0.605 -0.046 -0.033
IV 4.464 3.474 6.404 0.697 -0.039 -0.022
MD 3.239 2.293 7.039 0.460 -0.044 -0.025
MINVAR 2.902 2.808 5.150 0.564 -0.033 -0.019
OPT 6.801 1.607 21.095 0.322 -0.136 -0.098
RB 4.198 3.211 6.515 0.644 -0.040 -0.024
Notes: The table provides historical performance of eight unleveraged portfolios over the
period of 1988-2017. In the second panel, the portfolios are adjusted for turnover. Portfolios
are rebalanced monthly. Trading cost are 0.1% over the sample period. Mean excess returns,
volatilities and Sharpe ratios are annualized in percentages. The excess returns are above the
one-month T-bill rate.
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Figure 9 Time series of portfolios’ asset weights, from 1993 to 2017(see 7.3 Asset Weight and Risk Contribution for optimal DRP/FRP)
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Figure 10 presents the percentage of total variation accounted for each asset with a 60-month

rolling window. Since those risky assets generally require a higher risk premium, we find that

optimal portfolio puts the bulk of its risk allocation to riskier assets in terms of the asset

volatility. Its variation comes from S&P GSCI Crude Oil from 2002 to 2008 entirely. Rest of

the periods are dominated by S&P 500 or S&P GSCI Gold. Conversely, we find that MINVAR

portfolio is concentrated in a few assets and has more risk allocation to less volatile corporate

bonds. With no doubt, minimum variance strategy intuitively collects the maximum attainable

weight on the asset with the lowest variance. While EW strategy’s asset weights with respect

to assets is evenly distributed, its fraction explained by S&P GSCI Crude Oil is higher. Among

all the risk-based portfolios, RB strategy has a much more balance risk by assets than the other

strategies since it has to load on all assets for attaining its target of equally weighted risk

contribution. Each of the assets is account for 16% of the portfolio variance over the period.

Although the risk allocation for IV strategy is not exactly equal across assets,  ex post,  it  is,

however, the second best concerning balance the risk amid assets. When compared to other

strategies, DRP and FRP seem to be more active in reallocating. In the latter section, we will

see these two unleveraged strategies also have high turnover ratios.

Figure 11 displays the decomposition of risk with respect to the Principal Component factor.

The main focus on this is to see which strategy provides true diversification since having

diversification in volatility contribution across assets are not the same as diversifying across

primitive sources of risk that are embedded in asset returns. As we described earlier, two

different assets might have same source of PC risk factor. Hence, even the volatility

contributions are distributed evenly across assets, these two assets might still carry the same

underlying risk. For instance, RB has a balance volatility contribution by assets, however, the

risk is mostly dominated by PC1. IV, EW, OPT and MD strategies are also concentrated in

PC1. Conversely, MINVAR strategy is heavily exposed to PC4. Compared to EW, MINVAR

seems to be less concentrated as it also shows exposure to PC5 and PC6 during certain period.

Please note that this figure also includes the optimal DRP for comparison. Optimal strategy is

long-short portfolio. FRP and DRP appear to have more diversification in PC factors. Even

constrained DRP is implemented with a long-only constraint, it still fairly reaches the goal of

risk parity across PC factors. Generally, these risk factor-based frameworks provide investors

to assess a portfolio for its true risk divarication from a factor perspective.
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Figure 10 Time series of volatility contribution by assets, 60-month rolling window (see 7.3 Asset Weight and Risk Contribution for optimal

DRP/FRP)
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Figure 11 Time series of volatility contribution by Principal Component, 60-month rolling window (see 7.3 Asset Weight and Risk Contribution

for optimal DRP/FRP)
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Table 6 provides the historical performance of leveraged portfolios. The technique here is to

match the volatility to the reference portfolio. In this study, we choose equally weighted

portfolio as the benchmark since many works of literature have documented that EW strategy

wins the mean-variance type rally. We assume that EW strategy has higher volatility, hence,

we will get the positive amount of leverage. To find the amount of leverage, we minimize the

squared distance between other risk-based portfolios. However, one should notice that it is true

unleveraged EW strategy has higher volatility than other risk-based portfolios with one

exception,  which  is  the  optimal  portfolio.  Therefore,  for  optimal  strategy,  this  study  scales

down its volatility to match the EW portfolio. After leveraging up all the portfolios’ volatilities

to EW strategy, we get a similar amount of volatility across the strategies at around 10%. Before

adjusting for 0.1% trading costs and borrowing costs which are financed at U.S. one-month T-

bill rate. FRP, IV, MINVAR and RB portfolios outperform EW portfolio in terms of Sharpe

ratio.  However,  after  adjusting  all  the  transaction  costs,  we  find  that  only  FRP,  IV and  RB

strategies beat EW portfolio by higher Sharpe ratio.

Figure 13 plots the cumulative returns for leveraged and unleveraged portfolios. Figure 14

provides the turnover for each strategy. Please note that we rebalance the strategies monthly,

which leads to higher fee than those of quarterly rebalance or yearly rebalance. According to

Anderson et al. (2012), the trading cost is set to be 0.1 % for the period from 1971 to 2015. In

this study, also apply 0.1% as the trading cost. Before reducing the trading cost, unleveraged

FRP seems to have higher cumulative returns than EW portfolio. MD and MINVAR portfolios

generate the least cumulative returns. Unleveraged FRP, DRP, and OPT have higher turnover

ratio than alternative strategies; while unleveraged IV strategy has the lowest turnover.

Therefore, after taking into account the trading cost, the result shows none of the unleveraged

risk-based allocation generate higher cumulative return than EW.  The second panel of figure

11 shows the cumulative returns of leveraged portfolios. We find that leveraged IV, FRP, RB,

and MINVAR portfolios deliver higher cumulative return than EW strategy. We also rebalance

the leveraged portfolio monthly at a trading cost of 0.1%. Furthermore, the leverage portfolios

are financed at U.S. one-month T-bill rate. After the adjustment for trading cost, Leveraged

FRP, IV, MINVAR and RB still maintain a higher cumulative return than EW portfolios, but

with a smaller gap. It is obvious that leveraged MINVAR portfolio has enormous turnover, and

hence the cumulative return drop largely.
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Table 6. Historical performance of leveraged portfolios
Mean
Excess
Return

t value
Mean ER

Sharpe
Ratio

ES
Historical

VaR
HistoricalLeveraged Portfolio Volatility

1/N 5.226 2.709 9.612 0.544 -0.058 -0.035
Leveraged DRP 4.356 2.341 9.274 0.470 -0.058 -0.032
Leveraged FRP 6.620 3.457 9.544 0.694 -0.056 -0.040
Leveraged IV 6.704 3.554 9.399 0.713 -0.058 -0.038
Leveraged MD 4.967 2.366 10.460 0.475 -0.066 -0.041
Leveraged MINVAR 6.722 3.147 10.645 0.631 -0.068 -0.042
Leveraged OPT 4.731 2.529 9.321 0.508 -0.054 -0.034
Leveraged RB 6.561 3.274 9.985 0.657 -0.062 -0.043
adjusted for trading cost
1/N 5.226 2.709 9.612 0.544 -0.058 -0.035
Leveraged DRP 3.818 2.051 9.278 0.412 -0.059 -0.034
Leveraged FRP 5.917 3.084 9.562 0.619 -0.058 -0.042
Leveraged IV 6.115 3.243 9.397 0.651 -0.059 -0.039
Leveraged MD 4.335 2.065 10.462 0.414 -0.067 -0.042
Leveraged MINVAR 5.466 2.563 10.627 0.514 -0.071 -0.045
Leveraged OPT 4.076 2.179 9.322 0.437 -0.055 -0.035
Leveraged RB 5.905 2.947 9.983 0.591 -0.063 -0.044
Notes: The table provides historical performance of eight leveraged portfolios over the
period of 1988-2017. In the second panel, the portfolios are adjusted for turnover and
borrowing cost. The leveraged portfolios are financed at U.S. one-month T-bill rate.
Portfolios are rebalanced monthly. Trading cost are 0.1% over the sample period. Mean
excess returns, volatilities and Sharpe ratios are annualized. The excess returns are above the
one-month T-bill rate.

Figure 12 Drawdown for leveraged portfolios
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.

Figure 13 Cumulative returns for both leveraged and unleveraged portfolios (see 7.2
Portfolios’ Leverage Ratio)
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Figure 14 Monthly turnover for leveraged and unleveraged portfolios (see 7.2 Portfolios’ Leverage Ratio)
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4.4 Carhart Four Factor Model Estimation

Table 7 provides the OLS regression analysis of Carhart four factors model for out of sample

unleveraged portfolios. The alpha coefficients are positive for all the unleveraged portfolios.

We find that unleveraged FRP and MINVAR have statistically significant alphas at 5 percent

level which might also indicate that the model doesn’t capture all the attribute of these

unleveraged portfolio returns. But after trading costs consume alphas, only unleveraged FRP

is significant. Nevertheless, unleveraged FRP and OPT seem to provide the highest alphas

number at around 2.9% and 3.2% respectively. The market coefficients are also positive and

significant, but below 1 for all the portfolios, which suggests that these portfolios are

conservative ones compared to the market. Among all, EW and OPT strategies have higher

market betas.

The size factors are negative for unleveraged MINVAR and OPT strategies but non-significant.

Recall that the size factor is built using all U.S. stocks and represents the excess returns of

small securities minus large securities, which might suggest that MINVAR and OPT expose to

larger firms on average. Unleveraged OPT also has a negative exposure to value factor and

based on its t value, the value factor is statistically significant from zero. The momentum

factors  for  unleveraged  MINVAR  and  DRP  are  also  negative  but  non-significant.  It  is  also

interesting to find that EW strategy has highest R-squared among all the portfolios. It indicates

that 50.1% of the variability in returns is accounted for the factors used. Hence, Carhart four-

factor model is  better in explaining the return of EW portfolio.  On the other hand, the FRP

strategy has a low R-squared, at 17% and only market and size factor are significantly different

from zero. This might indicate that the returns do not act much like these factors if we build a

portfolio balanced between the four common factors.

Table 9 provides the four factors estimation and r-squared under different factor budgeting for

unleveraged FRP portfolio. Except for momentum, we can see that the factor exposure is

consistent with budgeting, such that if we allocate 100% to market, size, or value separately,

they all generate significant t-value. But the r-squared is higher when we apply all the risk to

market factor, which generates 87%. Since our assets also include other classes besides equity,

it is possible that these equity-based factors don’t work effectively.  Instead of using Carhart

four-factor model, we find r-squared of FRP increase to 65% if we run a regression on Fung

Hsieh 8 factor (see 7.4 Fung Hsieh 8 Factor Model Estimation). This is also, of course, the
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expansion of independent variables. In addition to two equity-oriented factors, there are two

bond-oriented factors, three trends following risk factor and one emerging market factor. The

regression  result  shows that  with  a  portfolio  balanced  between the  Fung Hsieh  8  factor,  six

factors are significant. These are two equity factors, one lookback straddle options on

commodities, two bond risk factors, and emerging market risk factor. The portfolios do not

include the emerging market index, but the significant coefficient suggests that the returns are

correlated with the emerging market. The r-squared values are higher under 8-factor model

compared to 4-factor model for IV, RB and MINVAR strategies as well.

Table 8 provides the four-factor model estimation for leveraged portfolios. All the portfolios

have higher alphas compared to the unleveraged ones. After reducing the amount of borrowing

cost and trading cost, only leveraged FRP strategy has significant alpha. Leveraged DRP, FRP,

IV, MD and RB have significant exposure to market and size factor. Leveraged OPT has

significant exposure to market and value factor. Generally, the r-squared stay similar.

Leveraged MINVAR only has significant exposure to market factor.
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Table 7. Carhart four factors model estimation for unleveraged portfolios
Unleveraged

Portfolio Alpha MKT_RF SMB HML MOM R-squared
1/N 1.212 0.432 0.175 0.065 0.018 50.106
t-value 0.862 14.811 4.696 1.635 0.744
DRP 2.192 0.288 0.109 -0.011 -0.033 26.709
t-value 1.347 8.534 2.532 -0.241 -1.139
FRP 3.306 0.193 0.110 -0.009 0.015 16.849
t-value 2.240 6.306 2.805 -0.220 0.568
IV 1.887 0.289 0.060 0.044 0.015 44.629
t-value 1.913 14.120 2.313 1.580 0.846
MD 0.732 0.287 0.069 0.042 0.016 36.661
t-value 0.632 11.910 2.238 1.258 0.775
MINVAR 2.050 0.117 -0.013 0.006 0.000 9.548
t-value 2.022 5.580 -0.490 0.203 -0.014
OPT 3.489 0.500 -0.030 -0.254 0.053 13.063
t-value 0.857 5.909 -0.275 -2.192 0.744
RB 1.714 0.280 0.067 0.038 0.013 41.209
t-value 1.658 13.044 2.459 1.276 0.734
adjusted for trading cost
1/N 1.212 0.432 0.175 0.065 0.018 50.106
t-value 0.862 14.811 4.696 1.635 0.744
DRP 1.890 0.288 0.110 -0.009 -0.033 26.667
t-value 1.161 8.517 2.559 -0.201 -1.149
FRP 2.952 0.194 0.111 -0.009 0.015 16.859
t-value 1.995 6.301 2.823 -0.217 0.584
IV 1.854 0.289 0.060 0.044 0.015 44.648
t-value 1.880 14.123 2.316 1.575 0.842
MD 0.634 0.287 0.069 0.042 0.016 36.685
t-value 0.546 11.914 2.247 1.268 0.773
MINVAR 1.968 0.118 -0.013 0.006 0.000 9.577
t-value 1.942 5.586 -0.481 0.204 -0.017
OPT 3.226 0.499 -0.029 -0.254 0.053 13.047
t-value 0.792 5.903 -0.268 -2.189 0.738
RB 1.676 0.280 0.067 0.037 0.013 41.225
t-value 1.621 13.046 2.463 1.272 0.730
Notes: This table provides the results of factor loadings estimation against 4-factor Carhart
model for eight unleveraged portfolios. All the factor returns are gathered from Kenneth Data
Library. The R-squared is adjusted for degrees of freedom. The second row underneath each
portfolio provides the t statistics of the alpha and coefficients. The numbers in bold are
significant at 5% level.
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Table 8. Carhart four factors model estimation for leveraged portfolios
Leveraged Portfolio Alpha MKT_RF SMB HML MOM R-squared
1/N 1.212 0.432 0.175 0.065 0.018 50.106
t-value 0.862 14.811 4.696 1.635 0.744
Leveraged DRP 1.763 0.313 0.109 -0.025 -0.003 28.970
t-value 1.089 9.315 2.538 -0.543 -0.108
Leveraged FRP 4.441 0.235 0.123 -0.011 0.023 16.034
t-value 2.453 6.247 2.575 -0.217 0.737
Leveraged IV 2.970 0.416 0.094 0.057 0.019 43.416
t-value 2.029 13.682 2.432 1.368 0.730
Leveraged MD 1.277 0.411 0.106 0.054 0.016 34.729
t-value 0.730 11.312 2.297 1.076 0.522
Leveraged MINVAR 5.099 0.206 -0.015 0.007 -0.003 6.649
t-value 2.395 4.659 -0.266 0.116 -0.089
Leveraged OPT 2.759 0.280 -0.040 -0.125 0.022 20.519
t-value 1.604 7.844 -0.870 -2.547 0.718
Leveraged RB 2.856 0.415 0.113 0.047 0.015 39.490
t-value 1.776 12.424 2.647 1.020 0.517
adjusted for trading cost
1/N 1.212 0.432 0.175 0.065 0.018 50.106
t-value 0.862 14.811 4.696 1.635 0.744
Leveraged DRP 1.227 0.312 0.110 -0.023 -0.004 28.831
t-value 0.757 9.278 2.559 -0.496 -0.126
Leveraged FRP 3.731 0.235 0.125 -0.011 0.024 16.044
t-value 2.057 6.241 2.595 -0.211 0.752
Leveraged IV 2.381 0.416 0.094 0.056 0.019 43.481
t-value 1.628 13.704 2.419 1.351 0.730
Leveraged MD 0.638 0.412 0.106 0.054 0.016 34.815
t-value 0.365 11.340 2.288 1.078 0.529
Leveraged MINVAR 3.837 0.207 -0.017 0.006 -0.003 6.738
t-value 1.806 4.693 -0.295 0.103 -0.078
Leveraged OPT 2.106 0.280 -0.040 -0.125 0.021 20.538
t-value 1.224 7.846 -0.870 -2.553 0.710
Leveraged RB 2.198 0.416 0.112 0.046 0.015 39.574
t-value 1.368 12.452 2.631 1.006 0.521
Notes: This table provides the results of factor loadings estimation against 4-factor Carhart
model for eight leveraged portfolios. All the factor returns are gathered from Kenneth Data
Library. The R-squared is adjusted for degrees of freedom. The second row underneath each
portfolio provides the t statistics of the alpha and coefficients. The numbers in bold are
significant at 5% level.
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Table 9. Factor exposure of unleveraged FRP strategy under different factor allocation
FRP strategy Alpha MKT_RF SMB HML MOM R-squared
Factor allocation 40% 60% 0% 0%
Coefficient estimate 3.42 0.48 0.53 0.03 0.08 33.46
t-value 1.18 8.05 6.93 0.36 1.65
Factor allocation 80% 20% 0% 0%
Coefficient estimate 1.61 0.62 0.31 0.12 0.02 73.79
t-value 1.28 23.86 9.43 3.43 0.70
Factor allocation 90% 10% 0% 0%
Coefficient estimate -0.40 0.76 0.27 0.18 0.01 85.38
t-value -0.40 35.94 10.08 6.08 0.37
Factor allocation 100% 0% 0% 0%
Coefficient estimate -0.95 0.73 0.00 0.09 0.03 87.76
t-value -1.17 43.54 -0.11 3.88 2.11
Factor allocation 0% 100% 0% 0%
Coefficient estimate 10.85 -0.04 1.04 0.12 0.11 3.85
t-value 1.05 -0.17 3.78 0.42 0.61
Factor allocation 0% 0% 100% 0%
Coefficient estimate 10.20 -0.02 -0.13 -0.21 -0.07 1.27
t-value 3.33 -0.38 -1.60 -2.36 -1.36
Factor allocation 0% 0% 0% 100%
Coefficient estimate 0.50 0.14 -0.27 -0.04 0.15 0.18
t-value 0.08 1.11 -1.67 -0.22 1.38
Note: This table provides the four-factor estimation and R-squared under different factor
allocation.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we begin by identifying the underlying risk factors using principal component

and employing DCC GARCH to examine the changing volatility under the given universe of

assets. We then analyze the strategies with transaction cost and with leverage in an attempt to

increase return provided a certain volatility. To conclude, we find that leveraged risk-based

portfolios  (FRP,  IV,  MINVAR  and  ERC)  do  have  higher  cumulative  return  than  EW  after

transaction  cost  adjustment.  The  Sharpe  Ratios  are  also  higher  for  FRP,  IV and  ERC under

both circumstances of leverage and unleveraged.

However, as Lee (2011) and Lohre, Opfer & Orszag (2014) argue that evaluating these risk-

based strategies by their return performances cannot fully described the advantage of the

strategies since returns are not part of the underlying objective function. Hence, this study also

highlights the risk characteristics behavior for risk-based portfolios. We find that higher

reallocation of risk contribution by assets for FRP and DRP. The traditional asset-based risk

parity portfolio, Equal Risk Contribution strategy, is diversified in terms of risk contribution

by assets while the factor-based risk diversification portfolio, Optimal DRP, is the one that

truly diversified in terms of underlying risk sources by Principal Component. This finding is

consistent with the empirical evidence of the existing literature. For FRP strategy, we notice it

is not possible to find a positivity constraint portfolio that matches the risk budget completely

in this case, and hence, the existence of the FRP portfolio is not guaranteed if we impose long-

only constraints. The unconstraint portfolio construction methods to take full advantage of the

risk parity strategy comes with a price of extreme weight.
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7 APPENDICES

7.1 Index Symbol in Datastream by Thomson Reuters

INDEX SYMBOL
S&P 500 SPCOMP

Russell 2000 FRUSS2L

S&P GSCI Crude Oil GSCLTOT

S&P GSCI Gold GSGCTOT

BofA US Corporate Index MLCORPM

BofA Global Government index MLGGALM

Notes: The data is obtained from Datastream by Thomson Reuters, from February 1988 to
November 2017.

7.2 Portfolios’ Leverage Ratio

Notes: This study leverages the portfolios to match the volatility to the reference portfolio,
Equally Weighted portfolio.
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7.3 Asset Weight and Risk Contribution for optimal DRP/FRP
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7.4 Fung Hsieh 8 Factor Model Estimation

UNLEVERAGED
PORTFOLIO Alpha PTFSBD PTFSFX PTFSCOM SP SCLC CGS10 CREDSPR MSEMKF R-squared
1/N 0.500 -0.010 -0.004 0.022 0.214 0.186 0.241 0.060 0.220 63.695

0.324 -1.086 -0.522 2.437 4.603 4.679 3.982 0.947 6.871
DRP 0.199 -0.005 0.003 0.020 0.243 0.129 0.400 0.084 0.132 40.276

0.102 -0.452 0.321 1.749 4.126 2.552 5.223 1.050 3.249
FRP -0.562 -0.009 0.001 0.020 0.147 0.124 0.492 0.168 0.091 65.094

-0.565 -1.436 0.294 3.509 4.910 4.817 12.593 4.142 4.386
IV -0.049 -0.011 0.001 0.013 0.170 0.093 0.414 0.148 0.123 74.186

-0.057 -2.001 0.255 2.636 6.546 4.197 12.265 4.213 6.898
MD -0.926 -0.009 0.002 0.018 0.170 0.064 0.407 0.140 0.145 66.758

-0.869 -1.446 0.373 2.818 5.287 2.336 9.721 3.207 6.549
MINVAR -0.747 -0.006 0.001 0.005 0.065 -0.002 0.547 0.274 0.060 81.279

-1.272 -1.773 0.463 1.563 3.670 -0.117 23.719 11.400 4.913
OPT 3.891 0.054 -0.042 0.036 -0.049 -0.066 0.265 0.324 0.388 15.723

0.753 1.687 -1.599 1.194 -0.312 -0.497 1.304 1.532 3.602
RB -0.138 -0.010 0.001 0.014 0.160 0.088 0.418 0.149 0.132 72.893

-0.155 -1.822 0.187 2.768 5.912 3.794 11.896 4.092 7.096
Notes: This table provides the results of factor loadings estimation against 8-factor Fung Hsieh model for eight unleveraged portfolios. All
the factor returns are gathered from David A. Hsieh's Hedge Fund Data Library. The R-squared is adjusted for degrees of freedom. The
second row underneath each portfolio provides the t statistics of the alpha and coefficients. The numbers in bold are significant at 5% level.
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7.5 List of R Package

Package Source

MTS Ruey S. Tsay (2015). MTS: All-Purpose Toolkit for Analyzing Multivariate

Time Series (MTS) and Estimating Multivariate Volatility Models. R

package version 0.33. https://CRAN.R- project.org/package=MTS

nloptr Steven G. Johnson, The NLopt nonlinear-optimization package. http://ab-

initio.mit.edu/nlopt

pracma Hans Werner Borchers (2017). pracma: Practical Numerical Math

Functions. R package version 2.0.7. https://CRAN.R-

project.org/package=pracma

rowr Craig Varrichio (2016). rowr: Row-Based Functions for R Objects. R

package version 1.1.3. https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=rowr

rugarch Alexios Ghalanos (2015). rugarch: Univariate GARCH models. R package

version 1.3-6.

rmgarch  Alexios Ghalanos (2015). rmgarch: Multivariate GARCH models. R

package version 1.3-0.

RcppRoll Kevin Ushey (2015). RcppRoll: Efficient Rolling / Windowed Operations.

R package version 0.2.2. https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=RcppRoll

Rsolnp Alexios Ghalanos and Stefan Theussl(2015). Rsolnp: General Non-linear

Optimization Using Augmented Lagrange Multiplier Method. R package

version 1.16.

systemfit Arne Henningsen and Jeff D. Hamann (2007). systemfit: A Package for

Estimating Systems of Simultaneous Equations in R. Journal of Statistical

Software 23(4), 1-40. http://www.jstatsoft.org/v23/i04/.

Notes: This table is listed in alphabetical order according to the initials of the package name.


